
 

 
Succulent Wreath Care 

LIGHT: Succulents prefer some protection from midday sun if kept outside. A south facing window is ideal if 
kept indoors. 
WATER: Soak wreath once every 3 to 10 weeks depending on plant needs. Water is needed when the planter 
feels lightweight, or the leaves have puckered.  Do not mist/spray plants as this practice encourages shallow 
roots and weak plants. Deep soaking and allowing soil to dry out completely between watering works best. 
FERTILIZING: Little fertilizer is needed. In the spring and summer a feeding of liquid fertilizer or seaweed 
can be added to the soaking water. 
PRUNING: Succulents grow slowly, to maintain shape, pinch or prune back. Cuttings can be planted into a 
pot once callused.  
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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